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JOYRIDING WITH PELOTON: HOW VIRTUAL FITNESS CLASSES CAN VIOLATE FEDERAL COPYRIGHT LAW

I. PRE-CLASS STRETCH: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE RISE OF VIRTUAL FITNESS CLASSES

The COVID-19 pandemic altered almost every aspect of people’s lives across the globe.1 In order to adapt to self-quarantining and state-wide stay-at-home orders, businesses found creative solutions to keep themselves afloat and to provide consumers with a sense of “normalcy” in their lives at home.2 One large-scale shift was from in-person activities—work, meetings, school—to a variety of virtual platforms.3 The exercise and fitness industry did exactly that—shifted workout classes from in-person, in-studio workouts to both “live,” online, synchronous workout classes and pre-recorded, on-demand workout classes that users could download.4 Although online fitness classes were already available, their popularity grew dramatically in 2020.5 While the pandemic brought many changes and forced business to quickly adjust, copyright law was likely not on the forefront of many business owners’ or workout instructors’

However, shifting from in-person workout classes to online or virtual workout classes without a shift in existing music licensing and copyright agreements can present an array of unintentional or inadvertent violations of federal copyright law.

This Article will focus on the issues that arise under federal copyright law with respect to the music played during workout classes. Specifically, this article concludes that copyright law is appropriately flexible to withstand industry changes such as the shift from in-person to online fitness classes, but fitness providers need to be aware of the differences that arise over different mediums.

Section II of this Article discusses Peloton’s music use in its online workout platform, as well as the background copyright law that is necessary to understand Peloton’s legal trouble. Section III analyzes how online fitness classes can more easily run afoul of federal copyright law. Section IV highlights the lessons learned from Peloton’s recent lawsuit, and how those lessons apply to any studio or company posting virtual fitness classes with background music online.

II. WARM UP: PELOTON’S JOYRIDE WITH IMPROPERLY LICENSED MUSIC AS A BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUE

A. Peloton’s Music Use

The ramifications of improperly licensed music in virtual fitness classes can be seen in the case of Downtown Music Publ’g LLC v. Peloton Interactive, Inc. Peloton Interactive, Inc. (“Peloton”) is an

---


7. See id. (indicating different music licenses are required for in-person group workout classes from those required for virtual group fitness classes).

8. For further discussion of the federal copyright issues that are implicated during workout classes, see infra notes 13-176 and accompanying text.

9. For further discussion of different copyright laws that come into play across different mediums, see infra notes 13-176 and accompanying text.

10. For further discussion of the lawsuit Peloton faced regarding its improperly licensed music, see infra notes 13-40 and accompanying text.

11. For further discussion of ways in which online fitness classes can run afoul federal copyright law, see infra notes 13-270 and accompanying text.

12. For further discussion of how lessons learned from Peloton’s legal trouble can be applied to virtual fitness classes in general, see infra notes 177-270 and accompanying text.

exercise equipment and media company based in New York City that is known for its internet-connected stationary bicycles. The bicycles encompass large screens and allow subscribers to access live-stream and pre-recorded workout classes on demand from the comfort of their own homes. The live-stream and on demand workout videos feature hit songs in the background so users can ride along in tune. Many subscribers report selecting workouts specifically because of the music played, suggesting that music is a key component to Peloton’s success. Peloton’s music-based workout classes took off, and the company rode directly to the courtroom.

In March of 2019, nine current members of the National Music Publishers’ Association (“NMPA”), an organization that represents American music publishers and songwriters, filed a lawsuit against Peloton seeking more than $300 million in damages over Peloton’s alleged use of 2468 unlicensed songs. The claimants alleged that Peloton “knowingly used their music during classes without ob-

14. See Peloton Interactive, Inc., Registration Statement (Form S-1) (Aug. 27, 2019) (“We are an innovation company at the nexus of fitness, technology, and media. We have disrupted the fitness industry by developing a first-of-its-kind subscription platform that seamlessly combines the best equipment, proprietary networked software, and world-class streaming digital fitness and wellness content, creating a product that our Members love.”). Peloton’s S-1 Registration with the Securities and Exchange Commission lists New York City as its principal place of business. See id. (listing New York City address as principal executive office).

15. See id. (“Both our Bike and Tread include a state-of-the-art touchscreen that streams live and on-demand classes.”).


18. For further discussion of the ramifications Peloton faced for improperly licensing music for their virtual fitness classes, see infra notes 19-36 and accompanying text.

taining proper licensing.” NMPA claimed that Peloton used unlicensed songs from artists such as Nicki Minaj, Lady Gaga, Bruno Mars, Drake, Rihanna, Taylor Swift, the Beatles, and Adele during its fitness classes.

When Plaintiffs asserted that Peloton owed them more than $300 million in damages, Peloton had already spent over $50.6 million in licensing fees. Peloton specifically states in its SEC filings that the company is aware of copyright in music, and that the company entirely relies on third-party licenses for its music. Peloton had obtained public performance rights from performance rights organizations, such as the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (“ASCAP”) and Broadcast Music Inc. (“BMI”), that license rights to public performance of popular songs. While Peloton entered some licensing agreements, it did not enter enough to avoid the suit filed against it.

In their complaint, members of the NMPA asserted synchronization licenses were required for the on-demand and live-stream classes that Peloton provides. In response to the infringement complaint, Peloton countersued the NMPA, alleging anticompeti-


22. See Pesce, supra note 21 (reporting amount Peloton spent on music, amount Plaintiff Publishers claim Peloton owed).

23. See Peloton, Interactive, Inc., supra note 14 (“We depend upon third-party licenses for the use of music in our content. An adverse change to, loss of, or claim that we do not hold necessary licenses may have an adverse effect on our business, operating results, and financial condition.”).

24. See id. (“Music is an important element of the overall content that we make available to our Members. To secure the rights to use music in our content, we enter into agreements to obtain licenses from rights holders such as record labels, music publishers, performing rights organizations, collecting societies, artists, and other copyright owners or their agents. We pay royalties to such parties or their agents around the world.”).

25. For further discussion of how Peloton failed to secure proper licenses for the music used in its workout videos, see infra note 26 and accompanying text.

Peloton asserted that the NMPA engaged in price-fixation efforts to prevent Peloton from reaching deals with copyright holders on an individual basis. However, Peloton’s assertions were dismissed in January of 2020. While battling the claims, Peloton removed hundreds of classes containing unlicensed music from its on-demand platform.

In February of 2020, the two parties settled the dispute for an undisclosed amount and entered an agreement allowing Peloton to continue to use music during its classes while properly compensating the copyright holders. The President and CEO of NMPA, David Israelite, released a statement saying, in pertinent part:

We are pleased the music publishers and their songwriter partners in this case have reached a settlement with Peloton that compensates creators properly and sets forth the environment for a positive relationship going forward. Peloton is an innovative company, and we are impressed with the company’s investment in technology and commitment to delivering a powerful, authentic music experience. We look forward to our ongoing collaboration to find solutions that will benefit all songwriters.

The Peloton suit serves as a warning—it shows that artists, and the label groups whom represent them, are actively protecting their intellectual property. Large corporations are not the only organizations...

27. See Pesce, supra note 21 (stating Peloton countersued NMPA for anti-competitive behavior).
29. See Downtown Music Publ’g LLC, 436 F. Supp. 3d at 754 (dismissing Peloton’s counterclaims); see also Rosenbaum, supra note 28 (emphasizing judge’s dismissal of Peloton’s countersuit in January 2020).
30. See Warning Gym Owners, supra note 20 (emphasizing Peloton was forced to remove hundreds of videos containing unlicensed music from its platform as result of litigation).
31. See Spangler, supra note 19 (noting financial terms of settlement agreement were not disclosed).
33. See Warning Gym Owners, supra note 20 (“While designing classes centered around great tunes is an increasingly important part of a fitness instructor’s job, a recent lawsuit filed against the popular digital fitness company, Peloton, is a reminder that music used during commercial classes or at gyms must be licensed or risk getting slapped with an expensive copyright suit.”).
tions music licensing groups and authors are targeting. In fact, smaller yoga studios have also been hit with lawsuits over unlicensed use of music during group classes. Lawsuits against smaller studios illustrate that copyright holders and beneficial owners are active in defending their intellectual property rights, and that smaller studios need to be cognizant of federal copyright law just as larger corporations, like Peloton, do.

However, as Peloton teaches us, complying with copyright law in the virtual fitness industry is not easy. Peloton draws attention to the complexities that surround music licensing in virtual fitness classes, such as identifying the proper rights holder and determining what licenses are needed in its SEC Registration statement. In fact, Peloton stated in its SEC Registration:

Although we expend significant resources to seek to comply with the statutory, regulatory, and judicial frameworks, we cannot guarantee that we currently hold, or will always hold, every necessary right to use all of the music that is used on our service, and we cannot assure you that we are not infringing or violating any third-party intellectual property rights, or that we will not do so in the future. These challenges, and others concerning the licensing of music on our platform, may subject us to significant liabil-

---

34. For further discussion of who music licensing groups are targeting, see infra note 35 and accompanying text.
36. See id. (emphasizing smaller studios have been hit with copyright lawsuits over music licensing rights); see also Warning Gym Owners, supra note 20 (asserting Peloton’s lawsuit is warning to other gyms: they must play music with proper license or bear risk of lawsuit).
37. See Peloton Interactive, Inc. supra note 14 (highlighting difficulty of obtaining proper intellectual property rights for music in videos); see also id. (declining to guarantee company complied with all relevant laws when incorporating music, despite obtaining blanket licenses); see generally Pesce, supra note 21 (emphasizing Peloton spent copious amounts on music licenses, yet was still not fully in compliance).
38. See Peloton Interactive Inc., supra note 14 (“The process of obtaining licenses involves identifying and negotiating with many rights holders, some of whom are unknown or difficult to identify, and implicates a myriad of complex and evolving legal issues across many jurisdictions, including open questions of law as to when and whether particular licenses are needed.”).
Music licensing in virtual fitness classes is a complex issue—even a publicly-traded company that generated $4.02 billion in revenue in the 2021 fiscal year, with nearly unlimited resources, could not get it right.39

B. A Group Class in Copyright Law

To fathom how the shift from in-person to online workout classes can violate federal copyright law, it is important to understand current provisions of federal copyright law.41 This comment will focus solely on copyright law in the United States of America.42 This section will provide a background to copyright law as a whole, and more specifically, what sections are applicable to group fitness classes.43

1. Let’s Start With the Basics: What is Copyrightable?

Copyright law in the United States can be traced back to the United States Constitution.44 Article 1, Section 8, Clause 8 of the Constitution gives Congress the power “to promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries.”45 As an incentive to create works, authors are given a limited monopoly to control the uses of their intellectual property.46

39. See id. (emphasizing Peloton cannot guarantee it holds all necessary rights to music that is incorporated into its service).
40. See Motley Fool Transcribing, Peloton Interactive (PTON) Q4 2021 Earnings Call Transcript, MOTLEY FOOL (Aug. 26, 2021), https://www.fool.com/earnings/call-transcripts/2021/08/27/peloton-interactive-pton-q4-2021-earnings-call-tra/ (“Our fourth quarter brought a remarkable year to a close. We finished the year with $4.02 billion of revenue, up 120% year on year and up 340% versus fiscal 2019.”). For further discussion of how Peloton expended significant resources to comply with copyright law and still encountered a lawsuit, see supra notes 17-38 and accompanying text.
41. For further discussion of the ways federal copyright law intertwines with group fitness classes, see infra notes 45-50 and accompanying text.
42. For further discussion of U.S. Copyright Law, see infra notes 44-83.
43. For further discussion of how copyright law applies to group fitness classes, see infra notes 44-176.
44. For further discussion of copyright law in the U.S. Constitution, see infra note 45 and accompanying text.
45. See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8 (providing Copyright Clause of U.S. Constitution).
Section 102 of Article 17 of the United States Code, which codifies federal copyright law, allows any original work of authorship fixed in a tangible medium of expression to be copyrighted.\textsuperscript{47} An original work of authorship does not require that the work be novel; instead, it requires that the work originates with the author.\textsuperscript{48} Under the current statutory regime, copyright attaches to a work the moment it is fixed.\textsuperscript{49} The typical duration of copyright is the full life of the author plus seventy years.\textsuperscript{50} If the work was made for hire or if the author is unknown, then the copyright will last for ninety-five years following its original publication, or 120 years following its creation, whichever expires first.\textsuperscript{51}

For musical works and sound recordings, there are two distinct copyright holders: one for the sheet music itself, and another for the sound recording embodied on a phonorecord.\textsuperscript{52} Typically, the artist who wrote the song (or, in the case of a work for hire, the artist for whom the song was written) owns the copyright to the sheet music.\textsuperscript{53} However, industry standard contracts typically allo-

\textsuperscript{47}. \textit{See} 17 U.S.C.S. § 102 (LexisNexis 1992) (“Copyright protection subsists ... in original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from any which they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.”).


\textsuperscript{49}. \textit{See Copyright in General, U.S. Copyright Off., https://www.copyright.gov/help/faq/faq-general.html [https://perma.cc/YQ9V-LRLW] (last visited Feb. 10, 2021) (“Your work is under copyright protection the moment it is created and fixed in a tangible form that it is perceptible either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.”); \textit{see also} 17 U.S.C.S. § 101 (LexisNexis 1992) (“A work is ‘fixed’ in a tangible medium of expression when its embodiment in a copy or phonorecord, by or under the authority of the author, is sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period of more than transitory duration. A work consisting of sounds, images, or both, that are being transmitted, is ‘fixed’ for purposes of this title if a fixation of the work is being made simultaneously with its transmission.”).


cate the copyright of the sound recording to the producer or record label.54 Understanding who has the right is vital for making sure licensing is proper and for anticipating who may assert a viable claim of alleged infringement.55

2. Exclusive Rights of Copyright Holders

Under current federal copyright law, a copyright holder is given a bundle of exclusive rights.56 This list of rights includes: the right to make copies, the right to prepare derivative works, the right to distribute the work publicly, the right to perform the work publicly, and the right to display the work publicly.57 At the intersection of copyrights of music and workout classes are the right to make copies, the public performance right, and the public distribution right.58

a. Public Performance Rights

The main right at issue in traditional, in-person workout classes is the right to perform a work publicly.59 A performance is considered public when it is in front of a “substantial number of [people] outside a normal circle of family or social acquaintances is gathered.”60 Work is performed when it is transmitted or otherwise communicated in a public place, regardless of whether the members of the public who are capable of receiving the performance or display receive it in the same place or separate places at separate

("The copyright in the musical work (the lyrics and melody) belongs to the author or composer of the song . . . .").

54. See id. ("The sound recordings produced by artists are often deemed works made for hire in recording agreements, granting all copyright interest therein to the record label").

55. See Jessica Litman, Sharing and Stealing, 27 Hastings Comm. & Ent. L.J. 1, 18–21 (2004) (emphasizing difficulty in determining copyright holders, what rights are necessary, who can bring claim for infringement).

56. See 17 U.S.C.S. § 106 (LexisNexis 1992) (codifying exclusive rights copyright holders have); see also Gorman, infra note 177 (characterizing exclusive rights under Section 106 as bundle of rights).


58. For further discussion regarding copyright holders’ exclusive rights, see infra notes 59-69 and accompanying text.


60. See Menell, supra note 52 (defining publicly in context of public performance right).
times. The copyright holder’s right to perform the work publicly is the main right at play when it comes to in-person fitness classes. Under the common law interpretation of public performance, a typical fitness class qualifies as a public performance.

b. Public Distribution Rights (“Mechanical Rights”)

Another right given to copyright holders under Section 106 of the Copyright Act is the exclusive right to distribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending. This right is frequently referred to as the “mechanical right.” This exclusive right is strict; the distribution of even a single copy may constitute infringement. In *Playboy v. Hardenbaugh*, the court found that making an authorized copy of work available for download by the public infringes the copyright holder’s distribution right. However, this mechanical or distribution right is needed for pure sound recordings, or sound recording without a visual component.

c. The Right to Make Copies

Not only does the music playing in a workout video posted online constitute a public performance and possibly public distributed phonorecords, but it may also infringe the copyright holder’s exclusive right to distribute copies. This is because the music is being distributed to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending. Therefore, the copyright holder is entitled to control the distribution of the music to the public.

61. See id. (indicating public performances are not limited to in-person contexts, they include publicly available over internet).

62. See Am. Council on Exercise, supra note 6 (noting requirement for public performance license if playing music in in-person fitness class).


64. See 17 U.S.C.S. § 106(3) (LexisNexis 2002) (codifying exclusive right of copyright holders to distribute copyrighted work publicly).


66. See MENELL, supra note 52 (emphasizing even one distribution is enough for liability).


68. See id. at 513 (finding copyright infringement by placing copyrighted photos online available for download).

tion, but an actual copy of the music is being made. Therefore, the copyright holder’s exclusive right to reproduction is infringed upon as well. Typically, the reproduction right is inherently included in licensing agreements where a copy is being made.

d. Synchronization Rights

Synchronization rights refer to a copyright owner’s right to use its musical composition in an audiovisual recording, such as a film. Thus, synchronization rights are required when a third-party incorporates a copyright holder’s musical composition into an audiovisual recording. For example, when a film producer wishes to add a copyrighted song in the background, that producer must obtain a synchronization license. Even if the third-party seeking to incorporate another’s musical composition wishes to re-record the song before incorporating it into a video, such as creating a “cover,” a synchronization license is still required. Synchronization rights are not explicitly labeled in the Copyright Act as an exclusive right under Section 106. However, they harken on the statutory reproduction right, as the musical composition is reproduced when it is incorporated into a video. The majority of on-demand, virtual group-fitness classes playing copyrighted music will need synchronization rights in addition to public performance

---

70. See How to Acquire Music for Films, infra note 222 (explaining master licenses cover right to reproduce a song in a film); see generally 17 U.S.C.S. § 106 (LexisNexis 2002) (codifying an exclusive right “to reproduce the copyrighted work”).

71. See Menell, supra note 52 (emphasizing recording music can infringe on copyright holder’s right to make copies).

72. For further discussion of how the right to reproduce is often tied in with synchronization license, see infra notes 73-74 and accompanying text.


74. See StringOctavian Team, supra note 69 (emphasizing music recordings containing visual element—even black screen—require synchronization licenses).

75. See Lewis, supra note 73 (explaining third parties who wish to use copyright owner’s song in audiovisual film must obtain synchronization license).

76. See id. (emphasizing synchronization licenses pertain to underlying musical composition, meaning even re-recording musical work requires synchronization license).


78. See id. (noting synchronization rights typically include reproduction right).
rights, or the rights to play the music in front of a group of people outside of a normal group of social acquaintances.79

e. Master Rights

A distinct copyright interest exists in the physical embodiment of a performance of a musical composition on a phonorecord.80 This copyright, known as a master recording, is different than the copyright to the underlying musical composition being performed and recorded.81 When a third party wishes to incorporate a pre-recorded, copyrighted song to an audiovisual work, a master license must typically be obtained.82 Unlike synchronization licenses, master licenses are only needed when a third-party wishes to use the original “master” recording of a song, not when a third-party is recording its own version of the song.83

C. Properly Acquiring Rights to Use Copyrighted Music in Virtual Fitness Classes

1. Determining the Rights Holder

The first step towards properly acquiring music rights is to determine what rights you need and who you need to acquire the rights from.84 Because copyright law provides a bundle of exclusive rights, those rights can be split up among a variety of individuals or organizations.85 For example, for a song itself, the singer or author typically has the rights to the lyrics and musical composition itself, but the producer typically only has the rights to the sound recording.86 Because copyright holders can lease some of their exclusive rights to others, in addition to the complexities of different owners having different rights to different parts of the copyright, determin-

79. See Am. Council on Exercise, supra note 6 (noting in-person group fitness classes require public performance rights).
81. See id. (explaining different copyright interest exists in physical recording of musical composition than copyright interest in musical composition itself).
82. See id. (expanding upon when master license must be obtained).
83. See id. (distinguishing masters licenses from synchronization licenses, as masters licenses are only necessary when master version of song is being used in audiovisual work).
84. See Litman, supra note 55 (emphasizing importance of acquiring proper rights from proper copyright holder).
85. See id. (highlighting one song may have multiple copyright holders user needs to negotiate rights with).
86. See Newton v. Diamond, 388 F.3d 1189, 1190 (9th Cir. 2014) (litigating dispute where user obtained license from only one of multiple copyright holders).
ing who you need to acquire rights from can be complicated. Additionally, certain licenses, such as synchronization licenses, can require anyone wishing to acquire a license to obtain rights from two different copyright holders.

2. Music Licensing Agreements

A common form of acquiring music rights includes music licensing agreements. A music licensing agreement is an agreement between a third-party and a copyright holder, where the third party can obtain rights to use the copyrighted music for specific circumstances for a price. Third parties hoping to use a specific song may need to enter music licensing agreements with various copyright holders, just to use one song, depending on how the user intends to use the music.

a. Performance Rights Organizations

One of the easiest ways to procure rights to music for use during in-person group fitness classes is by purchasing a license from one of the major performance rights organizations (“PRO”), such as ASCAP, BMI, SESAC Performing Rights (“SESAC”), or Global Music Rights. Instead of reaching out to individual artists, users can contact a PRO. These organizations cover some of the most

87. See Litman, supra note 55 (“[L]argely because of the adoption of divisibility of copyright, in many if not most cases, it can be difficult and sometimes impossible to discover who the copyright owners of all those rights are.”).

88. See id. (noting licenses may need to be obtained from different copyright holders).

89. See Lewis, supra note 73 (emphasizing third parties who wish to use copyrighted music in a film must obtain licenses from applicable copyright owners to do so); see also 6 MELVIN B. NIMMER & DAVID NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 30.03 (rev. ed. 2021) (explaining music rights can be granted through licensing agreements).

90. See Andreas Kalogiannides, The Basics of a Music Licensing Deal, AURA LLP https://aurallp.com/the-basics-of-a-music-licensing-deal/ [https://perma.cc/HM5N-9Z8B] (“A licensing agreement is a contract between two parties: the licensee (the person(s) receiving the license), and the licensor (the person(s) granting the license). In this type of deal, a licensor grants the licensee the authority to something that only the licensor has the exclusive right to do.”).

91. See Lewis, supra note 73 (emphasizing no statutory price for synchronization licenses, subjecting the cost to factors such as sophistication of client, intended use of copyrighted song, number of times copyrighted song will be used).

92. See Am. Council on Exercise, supra note 6 (delineating four major performance rights organizations).

well-known artists and provide blanket licensing plans to users such as fitness studios. ASCAP covers over 800,000 songwriters, composers, and music publishers, and has over a million songs in its repertory. BMI is another well-known music performance rights organization, representing more than 1.1 million copyright holders and over seventeen million musical works. Under a blanket license, a user can play any song in the PRO’s repertory for a monthly or annual fee.

b. Synchronization Licenses

A synchronization license is an agreement between a copyright holder and a third-party licensee looking to include the musical composition in an audiovisual recording. Synchronization licenses may be more difficult to obtain than the aforementioned options. Unlike blanket licenses, synchronization licenses often require the user to make an agreement with the publisher directly, as opposed to going through a major PRO—such as ASCAP or BMI—who represents thousands of musicians simultaneously. In addition, some synchronization licenses will not cover the performance right. If that is the case, then performance rights will need to be obtained from one of the PROs in addition to the synchroni-

---

94. See id. (providing blanket licenses to fitness facilities).
95. See id. (providing information on artists, songs in ASCAP’s repertory).
97. See What is a Blanket License?, ASCAP, https://www.ascap.com/search-results?q=blanket%20license [https://perma.cc/QV7V-VU8] (last visited Feb. 10, 2020) (“A blanket license is a license that provides unlimited access to an entire repertory during the term of a license for a single fee. The ASCAP blanket license enables you to perform any or all of the entire ASCAP repertory as many times as you want for a single low annual fee.”).
99. For further discussion of how synchronization rights can be more difficult to obtain, see infra notes 100-104 and accompanying text.
100. See How to Acquire Music for Films, infra note 222 (noting synchronization licenses require contacting copyright holder as opposed to going through one of major PROs).
101. See FAQ, HARRY FOX AGENCY LLC, https://www.harryfox.com/#/faq [https://perma.cc/8E6M-HCKE] (last visited Feb. 10, 2021) (noting some synchronization licenses will not require performance rights, which may need to be obtained separately).
zation license.\textsuperscript{102} Performance Rights Organizations such as ASCAP provide contact information to the publishers for those who are interested in obtaining synchronization licenses.\textsuperscript{103} Prices for these are typically negotiated with the music publisher, and often depend on how the music will be used.\textsuperscript{104} Synchronization licenses can be crucial for fitness instructors who post pre-recorded workout videos online with copyrighted music in the background to avoid liability.\textsuperscript{105}

c. Master Licenses

A fitness instructor who wishes to incorporate a pre-recorded song in a workout video that will be published online will likely need to obtain a master license and a synchronization license.\textsuperscript{106} The master license covers the physical recording itself, while the synchronization license covers the underlying musical composition in the recording.\textsuperscript{107} Master licenses are often negotiated with synchronization licenses, and both typically require the third-party licensee to negotiate directly with the publisher.\textsuperscript{108}

3. Alternative Options for Music in Virtual Fitness Classes

a. Royalty Free Music

One way for users such as group fitness instructors or organizations to avoid liability and decrease the amount of licensing fees

\textsuperscript{102} See id. (noting synchronization licenses may not include public performance rights, meaning if user plans to perform audiovisual work with public performance, right from one of major PROs is required).

\textsuperscript{103} See How to Acquire Music for Films, \textit{infra} note 222 (noting ASCAP has contact information to reach publishers for purpose of obtaining synchronization licenses).

\textsuperscript{104} See id. (explaining prices of synchronization licenses very depending on how music is used).

\textsuperscript{105} See Downtown Music Publ’g LLC v. Peloton Interactive, Inc., 436 F. Supp. 3d 754, 761 (S.D.N.Y. 2020) (litigating music publishers’ claim Peloton failed to obtain synchronization licenses, as required, before incorporating music in on-demand workout videos posted online); \textit{see also} Lewis, \textit{supra} note 73 (identifying when synchronization licenses must be obtained).

\textsuperscript{106} See Lewis, \textit{supra} note 73 (noting when synchronization licenses are required versus when master licenses are required, including overlap). \textit{See generally} Downtown Music Publ’g LLC, 436 F. Supp. 3d (asserting online, on-demand workout videos need synchronization licenses when incorporating copyrighted music).

\textsuperscript{107} See Lewis, \textit{supra} note 73 (distinguishing synchronization licenses from master licenses).

\textsuperscript{108} See id. (explaining synchronization, masters licenses are often negotiated together, which usually involves going directly to the publisher).
required is to opt solely for royalty-free music.\textsuperscript{109} Using royalty-free music allows fitness instructors to pay a one-time fee to use the song, as opposed to an annual license as provided by the performance rights organizations.\textsuperscript{110} Once the music is paid for, it can be used unlimited times in front of unlimited audiences.\textsuperscript{111} Royalty-free music is itself a licensing agreement, and the prices per songs can vary significantly.\textsuperscript{112} Artists sharing their music on the royalty-free Pretzel Aux allow users to use those songs for streaming purposes.\textsuperscript{113}

b. Music in the Public Domain

One safe and affordable option for users who want to limit the costs of using music is to only play music that is in the public domain during group fitness classes.\textsuperscript{114} A copyright is a limited monopoly, and once the duration of the copyright expires, that music is officially in the public domain.\textsuperscript{115} Once in the public domain, users are able to freely use that intellectual property without obtaining rights.\textsuperscript{116} Music in the public domain can be publicly performed, copied, or incorporated into videos without need for a license.\textsuperscript{117} Because there have been several revisions to federal copyright law, music that was published prior to January 1, 1978 where

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{109} See Am. Council on Exercise, supra note 6 (noting royalty-free music is often “the most cost-effective route to meet your virtual class needs,” because using royalty-free music avoids annual licensing fees).
  \item \textsuperscript{110} See id. (noting royalty-free music avoids paying annual licensing fees, as user only needs to purchase license to song once).
  \item \textsuperscript{111} See Gilles Arbour, What is Royalty Free Music? What Does it Mean Exactly?, PREMIUMBEAT (Apr. 29, 2011), https://www.premiumbeat.com/blog/what-is-royalty-free-music/ [https://perma.cc/AXC2-ZMFA] (noting price for royalty free music is same no matter how many visitors you have or how long you use music for).
  \item \textsuperscript{112} See id. ("You can find royalty free music for $30 and you can find it for $600.").
  \item \textsuperscript{113} See Calvin R. Nelson, Legal Implications of Syncing Copyrighted Music with Other Content, VENABLE LLP (July 14, 2020), https://www.venable.com/insights/publications/2020/07/legal-implications-of-syncing-copyrighted-music [https://perma.cc/VKF7-XDX6] ("Artists who upload their music to Pretzel have agreed to permit users to play their music in streaming content. Pretzel offers both a free and a paid subscription.").
  \item \textsuperscript{115} See id. (emphasizing music enters public domain when its copyright expires).
  \item \textsuperscript{116} See id. (highlighting anything in public domain can be used without permission).
  \item \textsuperscript{117} See id. (specifying music in public domain is not subject to same constraints as music held by valid copyright).
\end{itemize}
the author failed to comply with proper statutory requirements, such as notice of the copyright, may be in the public domain as well.\textsuperscript{118} However, using only music in the public domain will certainly limit options, given the long duration of a copyright.\textsuperscript{119}

c. Self-Created Music

If an artist creates their own sheet music and lyrics and fixes them in a tangible medium of expression, such as written down on paper, the artist owns the rights to that song.\textsuperscript{120} If the artist then creates a sound recording to the song, the artist owns the rights to the sound recording.\textsuperscript{121} This means the artists owns the exclusive bundle of rights for that sheet music and the sound recording.\textsuperscript{122} Therefore, listeners, including fitness studios, that create their own music are free to use it how they please.\textsuperscript{123} For example, Zumba, a popular dance-based fitness class, provides instructors with original Zumba compositions to use during class.\textsuperscript{124}

\textsuperscript{118.} See Gorman, infra note 177 (noting federal copyright in works published before 1978 required notice, but if notice requirement was not met, work fell into public domain).


\textsuperscript{120.} See 17 U.S.C.S. § 102 (LexisNexis 1990) (“Copyright protection subsists, in accordance with this title, in original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.”).

\textsuperscript{121.} See Lewis, supra note 73 (“As soon as Ms. Silverfolk captured her music and lyrics on paper, she proudly vested herself with various exclusive rights with respect to her musical composition.”).


\textsuperscript{123.} See id. (providing copyright holders exclusive rights to their independent creations).

\textsuperscript{124.} See ZIN’s License Agreement, Zumba Fitness, LLC. https://www.zumba.com/en-US/terms [https://perma.cc/E9TS-KFBP] (last visited Oct. 22, 2021) (“Music. Instructor may use Zumba’s original compositions and such other original tracks that may be released in the future as background music on Instructor’s site. Instructor must not use any other music on Instructor’s site unless he/she has obtained an appropriate license.”).
4. Delivering Virtual Group Fitness Classes: Terms and Conditions of Online Platforms

The virtual platform through which a group fitness class is delivered can add another set of rules to be aware of. Websites such as YouTube have their own Terms of Service Agreements and their own method of detecting and reporting copyright infringement. Uploading a pre-recorded fitness class on YouTube with unauthorized music can lead to the video being removed from the site and a potential ban from uploading content to the platform altogether. Other social media platforms, such as Facebook or Instagram, also police for unauthorized use of music and can take down infringing videos.

D. Infringement Suits for Improperly or Inadequately Licensed Music

A successful infringement suit can lead to statutory damages, actual damages, and attorney’s fees. Fines can run up to $150,000 for each copyrighted song used without authorization. While paying licensing fees might sound expensive, it is only a fraction of the amount of litigating a copyright infringement suit.

1. Who Can be Held Liable for Infringement?

Direct infringers are those who directly infringe the rights of copyright holders. Indirect infringers are those who encourage or assist a third party to infringe. Those who profit from infringing activity where an enterprise has the right and ability to prevent infringement can be held liable under vicarious liability. Generally, a person or organization who has the right and ability to supervise the activity or has a direct financial interest at stake can be held liable.

---

125. See Am. Council on Exercise, supra note 6 (noting social media platforms can have different policies).
126. See id. (emphasizing YouTube has its own detection method for copyright infringement).
127. See id. (explaining infringing videos can be taken down).
128. See id. (highlighting social media sites can be diligent in taking down videos constituting copyright infringement).
129. See id. (explaining potential damages).
130. See id. (providing potential costs of copyright infringement damages).
131. See id. (emphasizing cost of using copyrighted songs).
132. See MENELL, supra note 52, at 631 (noting anyone who violates exclusive rights codified in Section 106 is liable for copyright infringement).
133. See id. at 731 (tracing contours of liability for those who contribute to infringement).
134. See id. at 732 (explaining who can be held vicariously liable).
vicariously liable. To be held liable for vicarious liability, one does not need to have knowledge of the infringing activity. Additionally, under respondeat superior, a subsection of vicarious liability, the master is liable for what employees do, even if against orders. Finally, one who, with knowledge of infringing activity, induces, causes, or materially contributes to the infringing activity can be held liable as a contributory infringer, even if only a contributor.

2. Fair Use as a Possible Defense to Claims of Infringement

Not every use of copyrighted material violates federal copyright law. If a fitness class were distributing or publicly performing a song in class without the proper license, they still have the potential to argue fair use under the fair use exception, codified under Section 107 of the Copyright Act. The fair use doctrine “promotes freedom of expression by permitting the unlicensed use of copyright-protected works in certain circumstances.” Fair use does not require permission from the copyright holder to use the work.

The main focus of fair use is “whether the progress of human thought would be better served by allowing the use than preventing it.” In a fair use inquiry, the court will weigh four factors: (1) the

135. See id. (explaining test for vicarious liability); see also Fonovisa, Inc. v. Cherry Auction, 76 F.3d 259, 262 (9th Cir. 1996) (“Even in the absence of an employer-employee relationship one may be vicariously liable if he has the right and ability to supervise the infringing activity and also has a direct financial interest in such activities.”).

136. See Fonovisa, 76 F.3d at 262 (noting knowledge is not required).

137. See Menell, supra note 52, at 732 (discussing master-servant principles of respondeat superior).

138. See id. at 733 (defining contributory liability); see also Fonovisa, 76 F.3d at 263 (“One who, with knowledge of infringing activity, induces, causes, or materially contributes to infringing conduct of another, may be held liable as a contributory infringer.”).

139. For further discussion of the fair use of copyrighted material, see infra notes 140-142 and accompanying text.


142. See id. (noting copyrighted material fairly used does not require permission from copyright holder).

143. See Brammer v. Violet Hues Prods., LLC, 922 F.3d 255, 262 (4th Cir. 2019) (stating ultimate test of fair use defense).
purpose and character of the use, (2), the nature of the copyrighted work, (3) the amount and substantiality of the work used, and (4) the effect upon the potential market of the copyrighted work. However, weighing fair use factors is often subjective, so the defense provides no guarantees of a finding for the alleged infringer. The Copyright Office itself notes that courts review fair use on a case-by-case basis, and that there is “no formula to ensure that a predetermined percentage or amount of work . . . may be used without permission.” Therefore, a fitness instructor or company will not know whether their use is fair until a judge or jury decides.

a. The Purpose and Character of the Use

The first step in a fair use inquiry is to look at the purpose and character of the use. Certain uses of a copyrighted work are not infringement, including for comment, criticism, parody, education, and news. While education is preferred use under fair use, it typically only applies to non-profit, academic educational activities. However, uses outside of this list can still fall in favor of the alleged infringer, particularly if that use is considered “transformative.”

144. See 17 U.S.C.S. §§ 107(1)–(4) (LexisNexis 1992) (codifying four factors to be considered in fair use inquiry).
145. See Rich Stim, Fair Use, STAN. L. B. (Oct. 2016), https://fairuse.stanford.edu/overview/fair-use/ [https://perma.cc/QP76-XJEV] (“Unfortunately, weighing the fair use factors is often quite subjective. For this reason, the fair use road map can be tricky to navigate.”).
146. See More Information on Fair Use, supra note 141 (“Courts evaluate fair use claims on a case-by-case basis, and the outcome of any given case depends on a fact-specific inquiry. This means that there is no formula to ensure that a predetermined percentage or amount of work—or specific number of words, lines, pages, copies—may be used without permission.”).
147. For further discussion of why fair use inquiry comes down to the judge or jury, see supra notes 145-146 and accompanying text.
148. See 17 U.S.C.S. §§ 107(1)–(4) (listing “purpose and character of the use” as first of four fair use factors); see also Brammer, 922 F.3d at 262 (starting inquiry into fair use by evaluating “purpose and character of the use”).
149. See 17 U.S.C.S. § 107 (listing uses immune from copyright infringement).
151. See Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 579 (1994) (noting more transformative work is, more likely use will be considered fair).
altering the first with new expression, meaning, or message.”

When the use of the copyrighted work is transformative, the court essentially finds that the goal of copyright law, to promote the sciences and useful arts, is better served by allowing the alleged infringer to use the copyright in this particular way.

Under the first factor, courts will also consider whether the use of the copyrighted work was commercial or for nonprofit purposes. In evaluating the commercial versus nonprofit dichotomy in *American Geophysical Union v. Texaco*, the court asserted “the greater the private economic rewards reaped by the secondary user (to the exclusion of broader public benefits), the more likely [this] factor will favor the copyright holder and the less likely the use will be considered fair.” For example, when assessing commerciality in *Brammer v. Violet Hues*, the court asked whether others pay to engage in similar conduct. There, it was customary for websites to buy licenses to display copyrighted photographs on their webpages, which cut against the use of the copyrighted material under fair use.

b. Nature of the Copyrighted Work

Copyright protects creative expression more than facts. In *Campbell v. Acuff-Rose*, the court found a song to be an artistic work that is closer to the core of copyright protection, meaning this

152. See id. (citation omitted) (explaining test for transformative use).

153. See Blanch v. Koons, 467 F.3d 244, 259 (2d Cir. 2006) (finding goal of copyright law was better served by allowing artist’s incorporation of copyrighted photo into collage than by not allowing this transformative use).

154. See *Am. Geophysical Union v. Texaco*, 60 F.3d 913, 918-21 (2d Cir. 1994) (asserting “unfairness that arises when a secondary user makes unauthorized use of copyrighted material to capture significant revenues as a direct consequence of copying the original work.”); see also *Brammer v. Violet Hues Prods., LLC*, 922 F.3d 255, 262 (4th Cir. 2019) (stating courts consider “whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes”).


156. See id. at 919 (distinguishing between commercial versus nonprofit use).


158. See id. at 265 (assessing whether other people pay to use copyrighted work when engaging in similar conduct as alleged infringer as part of commercial use inquiry).

159. See id. (noting websites customarily pay licensing fee to photographers when displaying their photographs).

160. See 17 U.S.C.S. § 102(b) (LexisNexis 1992) (stating facts are not copyrightable subject matter); see also *Menell*, supra note 52 (“[T]he copyright protection afforded factual works is much ‘thinner’ than for works of fiction, because the facts themselves cannot be protected.”).

factor weighed in favor of the copyright holder. Under the court’s finding in *Campbell*, when analyzing musical works, this factor weighs in favor of the copyright holder. However, many courts have given this factor minimal weight.

c. Amount and Substantiality Used

The third factor in a fair use inquiry analyzes “the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole.” This inquiry requires the court to look at not only “the quantity of materials used, but also their quality and importance, too.” This factor can be fact specific as to whether the whole song was played during the workout, or whether merely a snippet was played. If the whole song, or a significant portion was played, the court is likely to find this factor in favor of the copyright holder. The court may also look to whether the “heart” of the copyrighted work was incorporated. The heart of a song may refer to the chorus, the beat, or otherwise highly-recognizable parts of the song. Because fair use is a factual inquiry, there is no clear rule of how many seconds of a song may be considered fair.

---

162. See id. at 571 (“This factor calls for recognition that some works are closer to the core of intended copyright protection than others. . . .”).

163. See generally id. at 572 (finding musical composition to be type of work entitled to greater copyright protection).

164. See Fox News v. TVEyes, 883 F.3d 169, 181 (2d Cir. 2018) (describing factor two as “neutral” while weighing other factors more heavily); see also *Campbell*, 510 U.S. at 582 (noting factor two is not likely to help much in separating “fair use sheep from the infringing goats” in cases involving parody).


166. See *Campbell*, 510 U.S. at 587 (affirming Court of Appeal’s approach to evaluate both quantity of song used plus quality of song used in fair use inquiry).

167. See Gorman, infra note 177 (explaining fair use inquiry step regarding amount of work used).

168. See Am. Geophysical Union v. Texaco, 60 F.3d 913–14, 925–26 (2d Cir. 1994) (finding alleged infringer’s photocopying of copyrighted articles in entirety to weigh in favor of copyright holder).


170. See generally *Campbell*, 510 U.S. at 588 (characterizing opening riff, opening bass as “heart” of Plaintiff’s song because it is what “conjures up the song”).

171. See More Information on Fair Use, supra note 141 (noting fair use is factual inquiry).
Whether the part of a song played amounts to substantial is determination made at the end of trial.\textsuperscript{172}

d. The Effect Upon the Market

To evaluate the fourth factor, courts look to the “effect upon the potential marked for the copyrighted work.”\textsuperscript{173} As the court in \textit{Philpot v. WOS}\textsuperscript{174} notes, this inquiry is into the market for the copyrighted work, not the market for the work allegedly infringing upon the copyright.\textsuperscript{175} In addition, the court in \textit{Brammer} specifically stated that if others were to act like the alleged infringer, the copyright holder would not make money, and therefore, the use had an effect on the market of the copyright holder’s work.\textsuperscript{176}

III. \textsc{The Workout: Analyzing the Complexities That Surround Music Licensing in Virtual Fitness Classes}

A. Copyright Law Specific to Online Fitness

Section 102 of the Copyright Act provides an inclusive, yet not exhaustive list of works of authorships that are protected.\textsuperscript{177} A central copyright issue of fitness classes surrounds musical works and sound recordings that are played in the background.\textsuperscript{178} Back-
ground music is a common component of fitness classes; in fact, several classes are known for matching their workout routine to the beat of the music. In order for class instructors to legally play music in the background of their classes, there are several copyright provisions they need to comply with.

Copyright attaches to an original work of authorship as soon as it is fixed in a tangible medium of expression, and copyright protection subsists well-beyond the lifespan of the creator. As a result, most of the music played today is held under a valid copyright. Because most music published after 1932 is held under a valid copyright, any fitness class using current music without a negotiated license to use the copyrighted music can result in a violation – this helps to explain why the complaint in the lawsuit against Peloton included so many counts of copyright violations. Peloton was using current songs by artists such as Taylor Swift, Adele, Drake, and Rihanna. Any songs by these artists would be held under a valid copyright.

In order for Peloton to comply with the copyright laws governing the music they used in several classes, it would need to comply with lic performance, which requires license); Am. Council on Exercise, supra note 6 (asserting group fitness instructors must obtain music licensing rights to play music during class, but type of license needed depends upon how class is delivered).

179. See Lauren Pardee, 6 Workout Classes That Turn Up the Volume, POPSUGAR, (Jan. 16, 2020), https://www.popsugar.com/fitness/music-based-workout-classes-that-feel-like-party-47110541 [https://perma.cc/4YSN-DW3Y] (listing Flywheel, Rumble, 305 Fitness, Y7 (type of yoga), AKT (dance), Zumba as workout classes centered around music); see also Pesce, supra note 21 ("Peloton’s virtual sweat sessions have become popular in large part due to the hit songs that spin during workouts.").

180. For further discussion of copyright provisions workout instructors need to be aware of when implementing music in their classes, see supra notes 56-83 and accompanying text.

181. See 17 U.S.C.S. § 102 (LexisNexis 1992) (codifying copyright protection subsists as soon as work is fixed in tangible medium of expression); see Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act; Fairness in Musical Licensing Act of 1998, 105 Enacted S. 505, 112 Stat. 2827 (expanding copyright protection to life of author plus seventy years).

182. But see StringOctavian Team, supra note 69 (emphasizing as general matter music published prior to 1923 is in public domain).

183. See generally id. (highlighting most music in the public domain was published prior to 1923); see generally Downtown Music Publ’g LLC v. Peloton Interactive, Inc., 436 F. Supp. 3d 754, 760. (litigating plaintiffs’ claims of copyright infringement); see generally 17 U.S.C.S. § 102 (LexisNexis,1976), (indicating copyright protection attaches as soon as work is fixed); see generally id. (discarding notice requirements for valid copyright).

184. For further discussion of the artists whose songs Peloton unlawfully used, see supra note 21 and accompanying text.

185. For further discussion of how music under current musicians would be held under a valid copyright, see supra note 181 and accompanying text.
ply with licensing requirements that protect the exclusive rights of copyright holders. Since in-person classes surround different rights that classes online, it is crucial in understanding how the shift to online—without updating current licensing agreements—can result in violations of federal copyright law. For example, under an artist’s public performance rights it is easy to see that music played during an in-person workout class qualifies as a public performance. However, it is not as easy to see how virtual fitness classes may qualify as public performances. Because a performance still occurs when members of the public are receiving the performance at separate places or separate times, music played during a virtual workout class can also be considered a public performance. If a fitness instructor were to record a video of a particular yoga sequence and post it on YouTube with background music while viewers watch at different times from their homes, a public performance still occurs. For the reasons stated above, music played during a virtual fitness class will often require a public performance right.

Public distribution rights, which do not contain a visual component, may also be implicated in virtual fitness settings. Group fitness classes that are audio only—such as Aaptiv, which consists of a coach telling users to adjust their treadmill at certain speeds and inclines over a set duration while playing background music—fall under this category. This means that even in situations where

186. For further discussion of the exclusive rights a copyright holder has, and how a user must obtain proper licensing, see supra notes 56-108 and accompanying text.
187. See Am. Council on Exercise, supra note 6 (emphasizing group fitness instructors can violate federal copyright law if they shift classes online without proper licenses).
188. For further discussion of what constitutes public performance, see supra notes 59-63 and accompanying text.
189. For further discussion of difficulties of complexities regarding music licensing rights for online fitness classes, see infra notes 190-201.
190. For further discussion of public performance that occurs over the internet, see supra notes 64-69 and accompanying text.
192. See Litman, supra note 55, at 19-20 (“[m]aking any material available over the Internet . . . constitutes . . . a public display or performance of the material.”).
193. For further discussion of how public distribution rights can be required for virtual fitness classes, see supra notes 64-66 and accompanying text.
194. See Janet Ingber, Workout with the Aaptiv Audio Exercise App, Am. FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND (Jan. 2020), (describing Aaptic as an audio-only fitness class
Peloton’s classes only contain audio, they are not immune from copyright violations.195

As far as synchronization rights, there are a variety of ways virtual fitness classes are being presented—some are pre-recorded and uploaded, while others are “live,” synchronous classes.196 For the on-demand virtual fitness classes that contain both a visual and audio component, the fitness class must obtain the synchronization right.197 Several fitness classes are also known for using portions of songs as opposed to entire songs during the workout.198 However, only playing part of a song does not make the user immune from copyright infringement.199 Even using only a portion of a song still requires a synchronization license, unless there are strong factors weighing in favor of fair use.200


197. See Am. Council on Exercise, supra note 6 (noting audiovisual works incorporating songs need synchronization licenses).

198. See Julia Malacoff, 6 Ways to Maximize Popular Mashup Classes, MYFITNESSPAL (July 5, 2018), https://blog.myfitnesspal.com/6-ways-to-maximize-popular-mashup-classes/ (listing fitness classes using mashup music).


200. For further discussion of fair use, see supra notes 148-153 and accompanying text.
B. Online Fitness and Acquiring Rights to Copyrighted Material

Peloton alluded to the complexities of determining proper rights holders in order to ensure compliance with copyright laws in its registration with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Peloton is correct in asserting the difficulty of complying with copyright laws – for example, because copyright law can be quite confusing to understand, group fitness instructors may think that paying for a music streaming service, like Spotify or Pandora, allows them to use music from those service providers during group classes. However, that is not the case. Streaming platforms allow the music for only personal use, not public use. Additionally, purchasing a CD only provides rights for personal use. While buying a CD provides you with a physical copy of the song, it does not give you the copyright to the song.

If a group fitness class includes members from outside of a normal circle of friends, playing music from personal streaming services is a violation of the public performance right. This means that group fitness instructors or organizations wishing to include music during their in-person or virtual fitness classes should obtain proper licensing in order to avoid a violation of federal copyright law and a potential infringement suit. There are a variety of music licensing agreements the owner of a fitness studio or an instruc-

201. See Peloton, Interactive, Inc., supra note 14 (“The process of obtaining licenses involves identifying and negotiating with many rights holders, some of whom are unknown or difficult to identify, and implicates a myriad of complex and evolving legal issues across many jurisdictions . . . .”).

202. See Warning Gym Owners, supra note 20 (“We’ve talked to a number of fitness pros lately who think that just because they pay for a subscription to a streaming service like Spotify or Pandora, that they are free to use this music during classes.”).

203. For further discussion of how purchasing subscription of music streaming service does not allow music to be played in group fitness classes, see supra note 202 and accompanying text.

204. See Warning Gym Owners, supra note 20 (explaining subscriptions to streaming services are only for personal use); see also Am. Council on Exercise, supra note 6 (noting purchasing CDs or subscribing to streaming service allows music for only personal use, so using music beyond personal use requires music licenses).

205. See Feldman, supra note 177 (noting purchasing CDs grants personal use, but not public performance).

206. See id. (noting physical copy of CD is not same as copyright).

207. See Maurer, supra note 63 (playing private use music outside of group of friends is illegal).

208. See Am. Council on Exercise, supra note 6 (stating fitness instructors in United States need blanket licenses from performance rights organizations).
Most in-person workout classes have licenses that cover the public performance right. That means they are allowed to play those licensed songs during their workout classes.

Many group fitness classes that were purely in-person prior to the pandemic do not have synchronization rights. This is likely because they did not need those rights while they were operating as in-person fitness studios. There was no need to pay for an additional bundle of rights. However, when shifting to online classes, those synchronization rights suddenly come in to play. Therefore, before switching to virtual platforms, fitness instructors or companies must review their existing music licensing agreements to determine what exactly their agreements cover. Fitness instructors or companies need to be cognizant of what rights are at play in order to avoid significant copyright liability. Peloton offers fitness classes both with and without visual components. Peloton’s on-demand library includes audiovisual, instructor-guided workout


211. See id. (highlighting fitness facilities can play songs they properly license during group classes).

212. See id. (asserting many fitness facilities have only been paying for performance rights prior to posting virtual classes).

213. See Am. Council on Exercise, supra note 6 (noting synchronization rights are not necessary for in-person group fitness classes).

214. See Music Licensing for Fitness Facilities, supra note 209 (noting licenses for fitness facilities are based on how they use music).

215. See FAQ’s for YouTube Content Uploaders, supra note 191 (warning uploaders of mechanical right).


217. See Music Licensing for Fitness Facilities, supra note 214 (explaining licenses for fitness facilities are required to avoid breaking law).
rides, as well as audio-only, instructor-guided options. Thus, Peloton needs to be aware of when they must obtain mechanical rights versus synchronization rights. Therefore, if a fitness class only has the music licensing rights that cover public performance without synchronization rights, posting a video of the workout for people to watch and follow along with at a distance will violate the synchronization right, as Peloton did.

Additionally, and unfortunately for Peloton and similar online fitness providers, PRO’s are not always the safest option for such providers. While PROs can be the easiest way to secure music licensing rights for in-person group fitness classes, they can fall short when it comes to music licensing rights for online audiovisual fitness classes. PROs cover only public performance rights for live performances that occur publicly, or outside of the normal group of social acquaintances. They do not cover performances that will be recorded in a video with a visual component. Most of Peloton’s virtual fitness classes are pre-recorded videos of instructors with music in the background. PROs do not license for music for this specific use, which how most virtual fitness classes use music.

218. See The Making of Peloton Outdoor Classes, supra note 195 (highlighting availability of audio-only Peloton classes); Peloton, Interactive Inc., supra note 14 (describing Peloton’s on-demand and live-stream classes).

219. For further discussion of when synchronization licenses are required see supra notes 73-79 and accompanying text. For further discussion of when mechanical licenses are required, see supra notes 80-85 and accompanying text.

220. For further discussion of how online video of fitness class with music can violate public distribution right, see supra notes 64-69 and accompanying text.

221. See Downtown Music Publ’g LLC v. Peloton Interactive, Inc., 436 F. Supp. 3d 754, 760 (2020) (filing suit against Peloton for improperly licensed music, despite Peloton obtaining blanket licenses from PROs.)


223. See Meghan Dougherty, Note: Vountary Collective Licensing: The Solution to the Music Industry’s File Sharing Crisis?, 13 J. Intell. Prop. L. 405 (2006) (stating Congress defined “performing rights society” as “an association, corporation or other entity that licenses the public-performance of nondramatic musical works on behalf of the copyright owners of such works.”).


225. See Peloton Interactive, Inc. supra note 14 (describing Peloton’s on-demand workout videos with music).

226. See generally BMI and Performing Rights, supra note 224 (emphasizing BMI, does not cover synchronization licenses for music to be used in videos).
As mentioned above, the majority of fitness groups need synchronization licenses to play on demand workout videos in front of people outside of normal acquaintances. Synchronization licenses are not easy to obtain—they typically require working an industry-specific attorney who is aware of the pricing range. While synchronization licenses and fees are negotiated between the user and publisher, the average cost to license one song for a film ranges between $15,000 and $60,000. Such costly licensing is likely more accessible to a large, $4 billion company such as Peloton, as opposed to a smaller yoga studio. Finally, for acquiring the appropriate rights to copyrighted music online, providers such as Peloton need to consider master licenses. Obtaining a master license can cost an additional $15,000 to $70,000 per song. As Peloton pointed out in its registration statement with the SEC, determining the proper rights holder or holders from whom to obtain the license can be a difficult, yet crucial task.

Music is a key feature that makes the Peloton experience so attractive to users. Peloton built its brand on inclusion of music,

---

227. For further discussion of how a majority of online group fitness classes with background music require synchornizations licenses, see supra notes 73-79 and accompanying text.

228. See Lewis, supra note 73 ("Negotiation of such licenses can be complex and requires knowledge of the prevailing rates in various media. As such, it is recommended that a general practitioner consult with an entertainment lawyer on such negotiation and related matters.").

229. See Jeffrey Brabec and Todd Brabec, Music, Money, Success & the Movies: Part One, ASCAP, https://www.ascap.com/help/music-business-101/music-money-success-movies [https://perma.cc/Q2PA-PGM8] (last visited Dec. 20, 2021) ("The synchronization fees charged by music publishers for major studio films are usually between $15,000 and $60,000 (with the majority ranging from $20,000 to $45,000) but can be lower if the music budget is small or higher if the song is used several times in the motion picture, if the use is under the opening or closing credits, if the song is a major hit, or if it is vital to the plot or particular scene of the motion picture.").

230. See Lewis, supra note 73 (emphasizing industry-specific attorneys are necessary for negotiating licenses, which can be quite profitable for copyright holders).

231. See id. (explaining masters licenses may be required in addition to synchronization licenses, if users plan to use master recording of song in audiovisual work).


233. For further discussion of how locating the proper copyright holder can be a difficult task, see supra notes 85-88 and accompanying text.

234. See Peloton Interactive, Inc., supra note 14 ("Members consistently rank the music we provide as one of their favorite aspects of the Peloton experience.").
and has monetarily benefitted from the inclusion of popular songs.\textsuperscript{235} In its registration statement with the SEC, Peloton specifically points out that the company “control[s] the intersection of fitness and music in an engaging way.”\textsuperscript{236} Because Peloton has built their company around the intersection of fitness and music, self-created music, royalty-free, or public domain-music would likely be insufficient to achieve its mission.\textsuperscript{237}

C. Infringement Suits for Improperly or Inadequately Licensed Music

The Peloton case illustrates that music publishers are actively protecting their intellectual property rights.\textsuperscript{238} The NMPA is not the only organization guarding their rights.\textsuperscript{239} In fact, both ASCAP and BMI bring hundreds of copyright infringement suits annually.\textsuperscript{240}

1. Who Can be Held Liable for Infringement?

Determining who can be held liable for copyright infringement depends on how the group fitness class is delivered.\textsuperscript{241} For copyright infringement occurring during typical in-person group fitness classes, copyright holders can go after the physical location, or that specific studio, where the alleged infringement is occurring.\textsuperscript{242} However, when infringement is occurring during vir-
ual on-demand fitness classes, the copyright holders can seek to hold the instructor or organization providing the class liable.243

a. Direct Infringers

In an in-person group fitness class, the person playing the unlicensed music would be a direct infringer.244 In the case of online, on-demand fitness classes, the person or organization uploading the video could be directly infringing the copyright holder’s rights.245 However, in a typical copyright infringement case, artists, publishers, or organization representing them typically sue the corporation or fitness studio that is responsible for incorporating the infringing music into the class.246 Therefore, it is usually the fitness studio’s responsibility to properly attain music licenses.247 In the case of Peloton, it was the company’s responsibility to obtain licenses for the music integrated into the audiovisual fitness classes, not the instructors leading the classes themselves.248

b. Indirect Infringers

Under the indirect infringer theory, one who owns a group-fitness company could be held liable for infringement activities by its employees.249 Therefore, owners or fitness studios should take steps to procure the proper licensing agreements for music during classes in order to avoid infringement liability by employees.250 Owners of music copyrights are likely to go after the fitness studio or company, as they are likely in the position to pay damages, something that should have been common knowledge to Peloton as well.251 This puts a strong burden on large companies like Peloton to ensure that all the classes are licensed properly, and can even be

243. See id. (noting individual instructors or organizations are responsible parties when it comes to on-demand or livestreamed virtual fitness classes).
244. See id. (differentiating direct liability from contributory liability).
247. See Maurer, supra note 63. (noting if you are employee of fitness studio it is studio’s responsibility to obtain proper licensing).
248. See generally Peloton Interactive, supra note 14 (indicating Peloton entered music licenses for the corporation).
249. See Music Users, supra note 96 (noting business or organization is responsible for acquiring rights, even if people they hire are ones doing infringing).
250. See id. (noting supervisors can be held liable for actions of employees).
251. See MENELL, supra note 52, at 733 (emphasizing plaintiffs may go after parties indirectly liable, as they may be in better position to provide damages).
a difficult burden for smaller studios that have to supervise individual instructors to avoid being held liable.252

2. Fair Use Exception

Under the first factor, a group fitness class at a for-profit studio would likely not qualify as an educational purpose or another purpose for which the fair use exception is applied in court.253 Similarly, it is customary for group fitness classes to pay licensing fees for music played during class.254 Therefore, a court following the approach used in Brammer will likely find the nature of the use to be commercial.255 The court will likely find that a group fitness class’s use of unlicensed songs is of commercial use, which is not a purpose often favored in a fair use inquiry.256

Under the second factor, musical works weigh in favor of the copyright holder, as they are the creative expression copyright was intended to protect.257 However, as mentioned above, this factor usually carries minimal weight for courts.258 Under the third factor, the amount and substantiality of a work used is very specific, and would depend on the amount of each song used.259 If a workout class were using all or significantly all of songs, the court would likely find this factor to weigh in favor of the copyright holder.260 Finally, when analyzing the effect of a fair use exception on the market, the court would likely note that there is a music licensing market to cover this exact use of music.261 There are per-


253. See id. (noting educational use is typically limited to non-profit, academic education).

254. See Maurer, supra note 63 (noting gyms must pay customary licensing fee to play music).

255. For further discussion of court’s reasoning in Brammer, see supra notes 157-159 and accompanying text.

256. For further discussion on why court will likely find factor four weighs in favor of copyright holder, see supra notes 175-176 and accompanying text.


258. For further discussion of the second factor of the fair use defense, see supra notes 160-164 and accompanying text.

259. For further discussion of how the court would look at the amount of each song used under the third fair use factor, see supra notes 160-164 and accompanying text.


261. See Am. Council on Exercise, supra note 6 (stating fitness instructors need to contact performance rights organizations to obtain licenses to use cop-
formance rights organizations to license performance rights, and synchronization licenses can be obtained by agreements with musicians or publishers. The copyright holder has a market to license use of their songs in for an agreed-upon price. Under the framework set forth by the cornerstone fair use cases, the court will likely find that the market for the copyright holder is being harmed. Further, courts will look to whether other types of the same unauthorized use will hurt the market. Therefore, the unauthorized use of a single song by one person can still be enough to find an effect on the market. This factor will likely weigh heavily in favor of the copyright holder. Because the fourth factor, which is “undoubtedly the single most important element of fair use,” succeeding on a fair use defense for Peloton or similarly situated defendants could be an uphill battle.

IV. COOL DOWN: CONCLUDING THE JOYRIDE

Group fitness classes that wish to incorporate copyrighted music need to enter proper licensing agreements to avoid liability under federal copyright law. Determining which licenses are necessary depends on how the class is delivered, such as whether it is in-person, virtual on demand, or virtual livestreamed, as different rights of copyright holders come into play in each of these circumstances while subsequently listing several organizations providing licenses).

262. See How to Acquire Music for Films, supra note 223 (noting ASCAP sells performance rights, but synchronization rights need to be obtained directly from copyright holders).

263. See id. (noting synchronization licenses can be negotiated directly with copyright holders).

264. See Brammer v. Violet Hues Prods., LLC, 922 F.3d 255, 268-69 (4th Cir. 2019) (finding copyright holder of photograph was harmed because there was market for licensing for photographs to be used on webpages, exactly how defendant used photograph).


266. For further discussion of how courts can find one single use can affect the market, see supra notes 175-176 and accompanying text.

267. See Brammer, 922 F.3d at 268-69 (finding defendant’s use of plaintiff’s photograph was not fair because there was market for licensing photograph, plus plaintiff had in fact licensed it to other users).


269. See Am. Council on Exercise, supra note 6 (noting music beyond personal use requires various music licenses to ensure writers, musicians, producers, record labels are all properly compensated).
If group fitness instructors switch the method of delivery without reviewing their current music licensing agreements, they may inadvertently violate federal copyright law and infringe on an artist’s or producer’s copyright. Cases such as Peloton show us that copyright owners are active in protecting their work, and that fitness instructors or organizations who are using unauthorized music may find themselves amidst a lawsuit. While fitness instructors or organizations accused of copyright infringement may potentially claim fair use, the defense is highly subjective and does not guarantee a finding in favor of the use. The best way to avoid infringement suits and the possibility of paying large settlements is to consult with an entertainment lawyer or another expert in the field and negotiate proper licensing agreements. Despite various complexities, copyright law is flexible enough to withstand industry changes, provided that users are aware of the different rights that are implicated in different mediums.
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270. See id. (charting which rights are necessary for different mediums in which group fitness classes are delivered).

271. For further discussion of how group fitness instructors or organizations can inadvertently violate federal copyright law, see supra notes 27–160 and accompanying text.

272. See Warning Gym Owners, supra note 20 (noting Peloton’s lawsuit serves as warning violators of copyright law may find themselves in lawsuit).

273. See More Information on Fair Use, supra note 141 (warning fair use is highly subjective, unpredictable defense).

274. See Warning Gym Owners, supra note 20 (stating “music used during commercial classes or at gyms must be licensed or risk getting slapped with an expensive copyright suit”).

275. For further discussion of how copyright law is adequately flexible to withstand industry changes, see supra notes 13-176 and accompanying text.
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